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“A European boost to a strategic research
kDKC NM VGHBG SGD RTBBDRR NE SGD $+3R
relies.”

The spatial resolution of current and
future ground-based telescopes is limited by the optical turbulence of the
atmosphere. An interdisciplinary conference of astronomers, meteorologists
and atmospheric physicists to consider
the study, characterisation and correction of atmospheric turbulence is
reported.

An international conference, “Optical
Turbulence — Astronomy meets Meteorology” (see http://forot.arcetri.astro.it/
otam-08) was held at Nymphes Bay,
Alghero in Sardinia to bring together
QDRD@QBGDQR EQNL CHEEDQDMS jDKCR HMBKTCHMF
astronomers, physicists and meteorologists, to discuss the consequences of
the new era of ground-based astronomy
from the point of view of optical turbuKDMBD S@JHMF @BBNTMS NE SGD L@HM BG@K KDMFDR @MC BQHSHB@K ONHMSR 3GD LDDSHMF
was an experiment, with the aim of fostering new types of collaborations that
DMG@MBDC HMSDQCHRBHOKHM@QX @MC BQNRR jDKC
HMSDQ@BSHNMR
Optical turbulence (OT) is one of the
main causes limiting the spatial resolution
attainable in ground-based visible and
HMEQ@QDC @RSQNMNLHB@K NARDQU@SNQHDR (S HR
certainly one of the principal obstacles
to be overcome in achieving the potential
performance of the next generation
of ground-based astronomy facilities, the
$WSQDLDKX +@QFD 3DKDRBNODR $+3R 3GD
success of these facilities strongly
depends on our ability to:
"G@Q@BSDQHRD NOSHB@K STQATKDMBD @S
astronomical sites from a qualitative as
VDKK @R @ PT@MSHS@SHUD ONHMS NE UHDV

"NQQDBS V@UDEQNMS ODQSTQA@SHNMR OQN CTBDC AX @SLNROGDQHB STQATKDMBD
,@MX NE SGD LNRS BG@KKDMFHMF RBHDMSHjB
programmes to be carried out with
ground-based telescopes and aiming to
enhance our understanding of the
Universe require excellent turbulent conCHSHNMR SN AD RTBBDRRETK 3GD BNLODSH
tiveness of ground-based astronomy with
respect to space-based astronomy is
strictly related to our ability to identify and
predict temporal windows of favourable
atmospheric conditions in the most accuQ@SD V@X -DV @MC RNOGHRSHB@SDC C@OSHUD
Optics (AO) techniques, assisted by
either natural or laser guide stars (such as
,TKSH "NMITF@SD . :," .< &QNTMC
+@XDQ . :&+ .< @MC +@RDQ 3NLNFQ@OGHB
. :+3 .< @QD HMSDMCDC SN NOSHLHRD SGD
correction of perturbed wavefronts over
CHEEDQDMS jDKCR NE UHDV ATS SN @BGHDUD SGHR
NOSHLHR@SHNM NE DEjBHDMBX SGDX VHKK @KRN
QDPTHQD @ CDS@HKDC JMNVKDCFD NE SGD UDQSH cal distribution of the OT (and not simply
HMSDFQ@SDC U@KTDR 3GHR MDV FDMDQ@SHNM
of AO requires a detailed understanding of
the connections between the turbulence
spectrum and the shape of the pointROQD@C ETMBSHNM /2% NUDQ SGD DMSHQD jDKC
NE UHDV 2NLD RODBHjB SNOHBR RTBG @R
the precise nature and role played by the
spatial coherence outer scale in high
angular resolution (HAR) techniques and
the turbulence spectrum features in nonKolmogorov regimes, are still active
research topics at the frontiers of the theNQX HM SGHR jDKC
From the meteorological side, Operational
-TLDQHB@K 6D@SGDQ /QDCHBSHNM -6/
systems at medium and mesoscale range
might play an important role for groundbased astronomy over the next few
CDB@CDR # 5@Q RRHLHK@SHNM #@S@ 1 employing satellite measurements has
greatly improved the quality of medium
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(LOQNUD NTQ JMNVKDCFD NE SGD LDBG@ nisms that produce and develop optiB@K STQATKDMBD

2DOSDLADQ

(M LDSDNQNKNFX RRHLHK@SHNM #@S@ HR SGD OQNBDCTQD
that provides the distribution in space and time
of the status of a set of variables supposed to
CDRBQHAD SGD @SLNROGDQD HM @ FHUDM UNKTLD 3GD
accuracy of this description depends on the nature
and density of the observations (such as radioRNTMCHMFR R@SDKKHSDR DSB @MC HR ETMC@LDMS@K ENQ
ADSSDQ CDRBQHOSHNM NE SGD HMHSH@KHR@SHNM NE @ LNCDK

Q@MFD VD@SGDQ ENQDB@RSR QDBDMSKX MDV
challenge for meteorology recently ap peared on the horizon: Mesoscale Data
RRHLHK@SHNM 3GHR BNMRHRSR NE @ MDSVNQJ
of surface stations and an assimilation
RXRSDL VHSG @ QDRNKTSHNM NE @ EDV JHKNLD SQDR 2TBG @ RXRSDL HR L@MC@SNQX SN
improve the ability of mesoscale models
in reconstructing the unresolved physical
parameters (such as the OT) evolving at
spatial and temporal scales smaller than
SGD QDRNKTSHNM NE SGD &DMDQ@K "HQBTK@SHNM
Model2 and to improve the accuracy of
meteorological weather forecast models
SG@S DWSDMC NUDQ KHLHSDC RTQE@BD @QD@R
How this can be set up in remote regions
of the Earth, such as those that are
typically of interest to astronomers, is an
HLONQS@MS PTDRSHNM
This international conference was aimed
@S @KK SGDRD SNOHBR 3GD LDDSHMF V@R OQN moted and organised by Elena Masciadri,
3D@L +D@CDQ NE SGD %NQ.3 /QNIDBS , and
was a milestone in a long-timescale proFQ@LLD ADFTM @ EDV XD@QR @FN %NQ.3
is actively involved in studies relating to
turbulence characterisation for astronomical applications, employing measurements as well simulations with mesoscale
@SLNROGDQHB LNCDKR ,@RBH@CQH
The conference was sponsored by the
European Community, which contributed
most of the funding through the ForOT
/QNIDBS ATS @CCHSHNM@K BNMSQHATSHNMR VDQD
OQNUHCDC AX $2. @MC (- % (S@KX
The original intention of the conference
V@R SN @SSDLOS SN KHMJ SGD SVN BNLLTMH SHDR NE @RSQNMNLDQR @MC LDSDNQNKNFHRSR
This step is fundamental to guaranteeing
the success of dedicated systems conceived for the prediction of the optical
turbulence (seeing and related integrated
astroclimatic parameters, such as isoplanatic angle, wavefront coherence time,
DSB @ANUD @RSQNMNLHB@K RHSDR TRHMF LDRN
RB@KD @SLNROGDQHB LNCDKR 3GD QD@RNM
HR RHLOKD 6D MDDC SN @OOKX @M HMUDRSHF@ tive tool developed in meteorology
(atmospheric models) to do science (the
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extend over the whole Earth and are used for
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Figure 1. "NMEDQDMBD /NRSDQ

characterisation of optical turbulence) in
SGD @RSQNMNLHB@K jDKC 3GHR HR @ BK@RRHB
example of problem solving by a multidisciplinary approach between disciplines
that use different languages, different
strategic approaches and investigative
SNNKR
The challenge for astronomers is to be
aware just how much the success of the
next generation of ground-based astronomy facilities will depend on numerical
OQDCHBSHNMR NE SGD @SLNROGDQD 3GHR HR @
discipline that requires long timescales,
RN HS HR HLONQS@MS MNS SN @RJ SGD HLONRRH ble of the current models and to optimise
SGD VNQJ NE @RSQNMNLDQR @MC LDSDNQNKN FHRSR SN L@JD BKD@Q SGD @BGHDU@AKD BG@K KDMFDR @MC SN VNQJ SNFDSGDQ SN @SS@HM
SGDL HM SGD RGNQSDRS SHLD @MC LNRS DEj BHDMS V@X R @ jQRS RSDO HM SGHR CHQDBSHNM
on the last day of the conference, a special session was dedicated to an open
discussion moderated by the scientists
managing some of most powerful current
astronomical ground-based facilities,
those leading operational forecasting systems and members of research groups
developing atmospheric models and data
@RRHLHK@SHNM RXRSDLR
Around 60 specialists (from instrumentation, atmospheric modelling and theory,
AO simulations and systems) met in
Sardinia to highlight their new results with
around 45 oral presentations and 10–15
ONRSDQR
BNMRHCDQ@AKD MTLADQ NE
meteorologists attended the event (with
a strong participation from the Centre
National de Recherches Meteorologiques
(CNRM), Meteo France, Toulouse) with
OQDRDMS@SHNMR BNUDQHMF @KK SGD JDX SNOHBR
related to the numerical prediction of the
@SLNROGDQD 3GD BNMEDQDMBD OQNBDDC HMFR VHKK AD OTAKHRGDC AX (LODQH@K "NKKDFD
/QDRR @MC DCHSDC AX $ ,@RBH@CQH @MC ,
2@Q@YHM

Main conference results
The conference started with a general
HMSQNCTBSHNM AX SVN $LDQHSTR /QNEDRRNQR
)@BPTDR !DBJDQR HMSQNCTBDC SGD SNOHB
of optical turbulence in high angular resolution techniques, and Rene Racine
provided a personal and provocative
vision of the problem of turbulence char@BSDQHR@SHNM HM @RSQNMNLX
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based on the measurements of the wavefront angle-of-arrival statistic (Julien
!NQFMHMN VDQD @KRN CHRBTRRDC ,NRS NE
these instruments have been employed
HM QDBDMS XD@QR SN BG@Q@BSDQHRD SGD jQRS
JHKNLDSQD @ANUD RDUDQ@K @RSQNMNLHB@K
RHSDR ,S &Q@G@L ,@TM@ *D@ /@Q@M@K
Cerro Tololo), providing fundamental
results for the optimisation of many of the
&+ . RXRSDLR SG@S @QD TMCDQ ED@RHAHKHSX
RSTCX ENQ DWHRSHMF E@BHKHSHDR

Subsequent sessions were dedicated to
the characterisation of turbulence from
LD@RTQDLDMSR 3GD MTLADQ @MC SXOD NE
optical instruments to measure the vertiB@K CHRSQHATSHNM UDQSHB@K OQNjKDQR G@R RTC denly increased in recent years and many
of them are conceived to monitor dediB@SDC QDFHNMR NE SGD SQNONROGDQD .MD NE
the most interesting developments is the
OQNKHEDQ@SHNM NE UDQSHB@K OQNjKDQR CDCHB@SDC
to measuring and characterising the OT
with high vertical resolution near the
RTQE@BD %QNL @ SXOHB@K QDRNKTSHNM NE SGD
NQCDQ NE JL SXOHB@K NE &DMDQ@KHRDC
2BHC@Q :&2< VD G@UD LNUDC NM SN
resolving thinner vertical slabs of up to a
EDV SDMR NE LDSQDR "NMBDOSR NM VGHBG
the instruments are based, and/or results
NAS@HMDC HM jQRS RHSD SDRSHMF B@LO@HFMR
were presented for the solar and lunar
scintillometers called SHABAR (solar
2' CNV ! MC 1@MFDQ AX !DBJDQR ENQ
@ KTM@Q RBHMSHKKNLDSDQ AX /@TK 'HBJRNM ENQ
SLODAR (SLOpe Detection And Ranging)
AX 1HBG@QC 6HKRNM @MC 3HL !TSSDQKDX
'51l&2 'HFG 5DQSHB@K 1DRNKTSHNM
† &DMDQ@KHRDC 2"(# 1 @MC +.+ 2
+.V + XDQ 2"(# 1 VDQD OQDRDMSDC AX
Masciadri and Remy Avila, representing
two different ways of improving the resoKTSHNM NE &2 MD@Q SGD RTQE@BD UDQRHNM
of SODAR (SOnic Detection and Ranging)
at high vertical resolution, called SNODAR,
"NKHM !NMMDQ @MC DUDM @ UDQSHB@K OQNjKDQ

On the topic of surveys, we highlight the
conclusions of the extended site-testing
campaigns made by the Thirty Meter
Telescope (TMT) group on a set of preselected sites around the world
,@SSGH@R 2BGNDBJ @MC SGD OQDRDMS@SHNM
of preliminary results of a cross-correlation analysis between the results of many
different optical instruments performed,
@S /@Q@M@K HM #DBDLADQ
@R O@QS NE
SGD %/ $+3 #DRHFM 2STCX ,@QB 2@Q@YHM
Once more, the spatial coherence outer
RB@KD V@R BNMjQLDC SN AD @ JDX @RSQNBKH matic parameter for astronomical sites
YHY 9H@C
On the meteorological side, a very comprehensive description of a couple of
European mesoscale atmospheric models, such as Meso-Nh (Non-hydrostatic
Mesoscale atmospheric model) and
AROME (Applications of Research to
Operations at MEsoscale) were presented
by Christine Lac, as well as the American
6D@SGDQ 1DRD@QBG @MC %NQDB@RSHMF
61% LNCDK )NQC@M /NVDQR
GHFGKHFGS
V@R SGD CDRBQHOSHNM /HDQQD !QNTRRD@T
of the state of the art of the Data Assimilation systems employed for mesoscale
LNCDKR R DWOK@HMDC OQDUHNTRKX SGD
performance of such models strongly
depends on our ability to set the initial
conditions in the most detailed way posRHAKD SG@S HR NM SGD RRHLHK@SHNM #@S@
Concerning the dynamical and optical
turbulence simulations, considerable
progress has been made in the last ten
XD@QR
JDX QNKD HM SGHR RDBSHNM G@R ADDM
OK@XDC AX SGD %NQ.3 @BSHUHSHDR ,@RBH@CQH
ForOT aims to continue the path underS@JDM AX $KDM@ ,@RBH@CQH RDUDQ@K XD@QR
ago that led her to achieve many relevant

There were several contributions aimed
at the study of the correlation between
OT and the meteorological parameters
that frequently provide valuable inputs on
SGD .3 BG@Q@BSDQHRSHBR .M SGD SNOHB NE
AO and interferometry, we report a few
results concerning the implications for
SGD STQATKDMBD BNMRSQ@HMSR (M SGD jDKC NE
MCAO, a detailed investigation of the
limits of the validity of the Taylor hypothesis would provide useful insights on ways
to improve the sensitivity of MCAO with
M@STQ@K FTHCD RS@QR 1NADQSN 1@F@YYNMH
%NQ &+ . RXRSDLR HE SGD UDQSHB@K RSQTB STQD NE SGD STQATKDMBD CDB@XR RTEjBHDMSKX
RG@QOKX @ANUD @M @RSQNMNLHB@K RHSD &+ .
systems in the visible can be applied over
@M DWSQDLDKX K@QFD jDKC NE UHDV .KHUHDQ
+@H 6D @KRN CHRBNUDQDC SG@S MDV V@UD front sensor concepts, such as the
#HEEDQDMSH@SHNM 6@UDEQNMS 2DMRNQ 62
QDONQSDC NM AX $QHB &DMCQNM LHFGS AD
used to characterise the turbulence in a
LNQD DEjBHDMS V@X SG@M @ 2G@BJ
'@QSL@MM M DWG@TRSHUD NUDQUHDV /DSDQ
6HYHMNUHBG CDOHBSDC SGD L@HM STQATKDMBD
constraints as they depended on the type

MHN
"QDCHS /

results in this discipline and, in particular,
to prove that a mesoscale model can
reconstruct the optical turbulence above
an astronomical site with an accuracy
that is not worse than that achievable
VHSG LD@RTQDLDMSR LNMF SGD @BSHUHSHDR
NE SGHR FQNTO SGD HMSDQDRSHMF jQRS RHLTK@ tions of the turbulence parameter CN2
above Antarctica, with good reliability of
SGD LNCDK HM RS@SHRSHB@K SDQLR %Q@MBJ
+@RB@TW @QD GHFGKHFGSDC 3GD L@HM FN@K
for this research group is to be a reference and support for observatories in
developing turbulence prediction systems
@ANUD @RSQNMNLHB@K RHSDR (S HR VNQSG
noting the creation of the Mauna Kea
6D@SGDQ "DMSDQ VGDQD @RSQNMNLDQR
GHQDC LDSDNQNKNFHRSR SN L@JD @M NODQ@ tional forecasting system of the atmosphere above the Mauna Kea summit
2SDUDM !TRHMFDQ 3GD FDMDQ@K HLOQDR RHNM V@R SG@S SGHR QDRD@QBG jDKC HR F@HMHMF
interest among astronomers and this,
once more, supports the thesis that it is
time to boost actions to support benchL@QJ RHSD SDRSHMF B@LO@HFMR DWOQDRRKX
conceived to validate the atmospheric
model above astronomical sites, as proONRDC AX SGD %NQ.3 FQNTO

NE @RSQNMNLHB@K S@QFDS &@K@BSHB DWSQ@F@ lactic and solar) and the observational
SDBGMHPTD
3GD jM@K RDRRHNM V@R CDCHB@SDC SN RBH DMBD NODQ@SHNMR 3GD RSTCHDR QDK@SDC SN
OT do have a direct impact on the implementation of the science operation
LNCDKR SG@S L@JD DWSDMRHUD TRD NE PTDTD
RBGDCTKHMF NQ RDQUHBD NARDQUHMF 2DUDQ@K
8–10-m class telescopes currently implement one of two approaches:
OOKHB@SHNM NE @ RHMFKX @CLHMHRSDQDC
queue mode observing system (as for
$2.
OOKHB@SHNM NE @ ?O@QSMDQ PTDTD LNCD
observing system (as for the Large
!HMNBTK@Q 3DKDRBNOD +!3
(S HR DUHCDMS SG@S SGD RDKDBSHNM NE SGD RSQ@S DFX HR VHCDKX HMkTDMBDC AX NQF@MHR@SHNM@K
issues (the single European agency in
the former case, a consortium of a few
institutes in the latter) and for this reason
SGD @ARNKTSD DEjBHDMBX NE @ SDKDRBNOD HR
not the only criterion in selecting a given
RSQ@SDFX 'NVDUDQ HS HR BDQS@HMKX TRDETK
SN PT@MSHEX SGDRD DEjBHDMBHDR RN @R SN AD
aware of what might be lost or gained
SGQNTFG @KSDQM@SHUD RNKTSHNMR .M SGHR
topic Fernando Comeron noted that,
currently at the VLT, a sizeable fraction
of observations (~ 20 %) have to be
repeated, because conditions strayed
outside constraints during execution; this
HR @M HLONQS@MS GHCCDM RNTQBD NE HMDEj BHDMBX (S HR SGDQDENQD NAUHNTR SG@S @ SNNK

Figure 2. "NMEDQDMBD FQNTO OHBSTQD S@JDM HM EQNMS NE
"@ON "@BBH@ /NQSN "NMSD KFGDQN 2@QCHMH@ ADRHCD
@ QNANSHB #HEEDQDMSH@K (L@FD ,NSHNM ,NMHSNQ #(,,
@TSNL@SHB LNTMS

for the prediction of the state of the
@SLNROGDQD VNTKC CDjMHSDKX AD @ L@INQ
RSDO SNV@QCR HMBQD@RHMF SGD DEjBHDMBX NE
SGD RDQUHBD LNCD @S SGD 5+3 3GTR HS
appears evident that the goal of OT prediction on the timescale of a few hours
in advance remains an important objective
ENQ NARDQU@SNQX NODQ@SHNMR
The closing discussion session evinced
SGD RTBBDRR NE SGD jQRS RSDO SNV@QCR @
productive collaboration between astronNLDQR @MC LDSDNQNKNFHRSR 3GD LNRS DUH dent feature of such a constructive interaction was the decision, promoted by
SGD /QHMBHO@K (MUDRSHF@SNQ /( NE SGD $ $+3
1NADQSN &HKLNYYH SN OQDO@QD @ CDS@HKDC
document outlining the main steps necDRR@QX SN OQDO@QD @M DEjBHDMS RHSD SDRSHMF
B@LO@HFM ADMBGL@QJ SDRS DWOQDRRKX
conceived for the validation of mesoscale
atmospheric models for application to
@RSQNMNLX 6D @QD @KK BNMjCDMS SG@S SGHR
CNBTLDMS VHKK QDOQDRDMS SGD jQRS RSDO
NM @ O@SG SG@S SGHR BNMEDQDMBD G@R CDjMH SHUDKX @MC TMDPTHUNB@KKX BG@QSDC
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